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RAINFALL AND RUNOFF IN THE UPPER SANTA
CRUZ RIVER DRAINAGE BASIN

INTRODUCTION

A study has been made of the rainfall and runoff of that part of
the Santa Cruz River drainage basin above Rillito Station on the
Southern Pacific Railroad. It contains approximately 3,500 square
miles of drainage area of which 380 square miles are in Mexico.
The drainage area has a maximum length of 112 miles in a north
and south direction and a maximum width of 47 miles, and it
comprises about 3 per cent of the area of the state of Arizona. Its
relative size and location in the state are shown on the small key
map in Plate I. In elevation it varies from about 2,060 feet above
sea level at Rillito Station to over 9,000 feet above sea level on the
peaks of several of the mountain ranges which lie within or
border the drainage basin.

The area under consideration is a part of the semiarid South-
west and may be considered as bordering the more typical desert
areas to the west. Agricultural development of the area is defin-
itely limited by the available water supply: The carrying capacity
of the range lands is directly related to the amount and distribu-
tion of the rainfall. Irrigation water supplies, principally from
groundwater sources, have already been rather fully developed,
and any extensive additional acreage can only be brought under
cultivation by the conservation of floodwaters now wasted, by
more efficient irrigation practices, or at the expense of prior users
of water.

In general both the surface and groundwater supplies of the
drainage basin have as their primary source the precipitation
upon the area. A study of the precipitation with its areal distri-
bution and its seasonal and annual variations is of fundamental
importance in its direct and indirect relations to both surface and
underground water supplies of the drainage basin. The surface
and underground drainage areas of the Santa Cruz drainage
basin may be considered for all practical purposes as identical.

The total rainfall and its areal distribution are affected by the
relative elevations of the various parts of the drainage area. The
ultimate disposition of the rainfall and the amount which may be
accounted for as surface runoff are dependent upon several other
factors, the effects of which are impossible to evaluate with any
degree of exactness. They include the general physiographic
features of the area, the geologic character of the mountain areas,
the character of the valley fill and valley slopes, the stream
gradients, the shapes of the tributary, drainage areas, the vegeta-
tive cover, and climatological conditions.
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PHYSIOGRAPHY
DRAINAGE

The Santa Cruz River has its source in the San Rafael Valley
where it drains the east slopes of the Patagonia Mountains, the
south slopes of the Canelo Hills, and a portion of the high
Huachuca Mountains to the east. Flowing south across the inter-
national boundary, the river makes a 35 mile loop to the west
and re-enters Arizona about 6 miles east of Nogales. Thence it
continues in a northerly direction, past the city of Tucson, until
at Rillito Station it has traversed a distance of 132 miles from its
source.

Plate II.—The Santa Cruz River in the San Rafael Valley about ll/2 miles
north of the international boundary occupies a small sand and gravel
stream channel with low banks. A small perennial flow is found at this
point.

Below Rillito Station the river follows a meandering course
in a northwesterly direction for a distance of approximately 95
miles until it joins the Gila River a few miles above the mouth
of the Salt River. Through this section the river is noncontinuous
and in places the floodwaters spread over a wide area with con-
centrated flow in numerous small washes. Only at rare intervals
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do the flood flows originating in the upper reaches of the Santa
Cruz River reach its junction with the Gila River, and then only
when they have been augmented by tributary flows from the
lower end of the drainage basin. The part of the Santa Cruz
drainage area below Rillito Station is not included in this study.

A profile of the Santa Cruz River from its source in the San
Rafael Valley to Rillito, together with the most important tribu-
tary streams, is given in Figure 1. Stream gradients of tributary
streams vary from several hundred feet per mile in the mountain
areas to gradients somewhat approaching that of the main channel
as they near the center of the valley. The gradient of the Santa
Cruz River near Lochiel, where it enters Mexico is about 29 feet
per mile, at Calabasas about 20 feet per mile, at Tucson about 18.5
feet per mile and at its junction with the Gila River has been
reduced to about 8 feet per mile. Rillito Creek for a distance of
20 miles above its junction with the Santa Cruz has an average
gradient of about 20 feet per mile.

The first important tributary in the upper end of the drainage
area is Nogales Wash, which joins the Santa Cruz River about a
mile above the old abandoned town of Calabasas. Nogales Wash
heads in Mexico, about 6 miles south of the international bound-
ary, and passes through the central part of the cities of Nogales,
Sonora, and Nogales, Arizona.

Sonoita Creek, with headwaters on the southeast slopes of the
Santa Rita Mountains and the north slopes of Canelo Hills, joins
the Santa Cruz River from the east at Calabasas. Between Cala-
basas and Tucson numerous small washes enter the Santa Cruz
River from the east which have their sources on the west and
north slopes of the Santa Rita Mountains. Many of these washes
lose their identity on the outwash slopes a few miles from the
base of the mountains and are again concentrated in definite
channels as they approach the central portion of the valley.

Sopori Creek, which is the only large tributary from the west,
joins the Santa Cruz River at the Pima County line. It has its
headwaters in the Tumacacori Mountains in the southwest corner
of the drainage area. Other drainage from the west occurs in the
numerous small washes which have their source in the Cerro
Colorado, Sierrita, and Tucson mountains. Each as an individual
source of supply is relatively unimportant.

Rillito Creek is by far the most important tributary of the Santa
Cruz River for into it drain directly the south slopes of the Santa
Catalina Mountains including Sabino Canyon, which has its head-
waters on Mt. Lemmon at an elevation of 9,150 feet, and the west
slopes of the Rincon Mountains. The total drainage area of Rillito
Creek is 928 square miles, of which more than 600 square miles
are drained by Pantano Wash, its principal tributary. The latter
drains all the east-central portion of the drainage area. Rillito
Creek joins the Santa Cruz River about 7 miles northwest of
Tucson.
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Figure 1.—Profile of the Santa Cruz River and its principal tributaries above Rillito, Arizona.
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Entering the Santa Cruz River about a mile below the mouth of
Billito Creek is the Canada del Oro which drains the west slope of
the Santa Catalina Mountains and most of the extreme northern
end of the drainage area. Other drainage from the south end of
the low Tortolita Mountains occurs in a number of small washes.

MOUNTAINS

The mountains in this area, in their present stage of develop-
ment and form, are the result of general vulcanism and tectonic
mountain building in Tertiary time, followed by the long period of
Pleistocene erosion. Tumamoc Hill and Sentinel Peak west of
Tucson and the Black Hills and Sahuarita Butte near the San
Xavier Mission are flat-lying basaltic extrusions and are con-
sidered by Tolman1 to be a product of the final stage of Tertiary
volcanic activity. The general outline of the extent and location
of the principal mountain masses is shown on the map of the
drainage area, Plate I, but no attempt has been made to'show
those of limited areal extent.

The drainage divide between the Santa Cruz Valley and the
Altar and Avra valleys on the west is formed by the Tucson, Sier-
rita, Cerro Colorado, and Tumacacori mountains, which together
with the adjacent isolated hills form almost a continuous chain
on the west side of the drainage area. In elevation this entire
group is low in comparison with other mountain ranges in the
drainage area.

The low Tortolita Mountains to the north and the high Santa
Catalina Mountains on the northeast separate the Santa Cruz
drainage from that of the Gila and San Pedro rivers. The south
end of the Santa Catalina Mountains and the Rincon, Whetstone,
and Huachuca mountains with Canelo Hills constitute the divide
between the Santa Cruz and San Pedro drainage on the east.

Adequate topographic maps of that portion of the drainage area
in Mexico are not available. On both the east and west compara-
tively low mountains, probably not more than 4,500 feet to 5,000
feet in elevation, form the drainage divide. Chivato Peak in the
extreme southeast corner of the drainage area rises to an elevation
of approximately 7,600 feet above sea level and is the highest
point within the drainage area in Mexico. About 2 miles south of
San Lazaro the drainage divide consists of only a low saddle,
which at its lowest point is not over a few hundred feet above
the channel of the Santa Cruz River.

In the south central part of the drainage area are the Empire,
Santa Rita, and Patagonia mountains which separate the upper
reaches of the Santa Cruz River and Cienega Wash from the main
Santa Cruz Valley. The highest peak actually within the limits
of the drainage area is Mt. Wrightson (Old Baldy) in the Santa
Rita Mountains at an elevation of 9,432 feet.
3C. F. Tolman, Jr., The Geology of the Vicinity of the Tumamoc Hills,
Publication 113, Carnegie Institution of Washington, pp. 67-82.
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A list of the various mountain ranges, the approximate eleva-
tion of their mountain tops, the elevation and name of the highest
peak in each, and the approximate area in each mountain range
which is within the drainage area is given in Table 1.

TABLE 1.—AVERAGE ELEVATION OF MOUNTAIN RANGES, NAME
AND ELEVATION OF HIGHEST PEAKS, AND AREA OF EACH

MOUNTAIN RANGE WITHIN THE DRAINAGE AREA.

Mountain
range

Canelo Hills
Santa Catalina..
Cerro Colorado
Empire
Huachuca
Patagonia
Rincon
Santa Rita
Sierrita
Tortolita
Tucson
Tumacacori
Whetstone

Highest
peak

Mt. Lemmon....

Miller

Mica Mt
Mt. Wrightson
Keystone . . .
Tortolitas
Amole
Atascosa
Apache

Elev. of
highest

peak (ft.)

6,100+
9,150
5,000+
5,500+
9,445
7,200+
8,700+
9,432
6,206
4,645
4,687
6,300+
7,684

Approx. elev.
mountain tops

(ft.)

5,500-6,000
7,000-8,000
4,500-5,000
4,500-5,000
7,500-8,500
6,000-7,000
7,000-8,000
7,000-8,000
5,000-5,500
3,500-4,000
3,000-4,000
4,500-5,500
6,000-7,000

Area within
drainage

area
(sq. mi,)

40
211

9
19
10
81

135
204

32
15
38
90
47

With the exception of the Tortolita, Tucson, Cerro Colorado,
Sierrita, and Empire mountains, all of the mountain ranges listed
are included within the boundaries of the Coronado National
Forest and support a fairly heavy growth of timber.

VALLEYS OF THE SANTA CRUZ AND TRIBUTARIES

The valleys or nonmountainous part of the drainage area, ex-
tending from the base of the mountains on one side to that on the
other, occupy about 70 per cent of the area. For the most part the
valleys are composed of a great mass of alluvial fill material,
which is considered to be the result of a long period of erosion of
the mountain ranges formed during the Tertiary time of vulcan-
ism and uplift and subsequent or contemporaneous deposition
of detrital material in the intervening troughs or valleys. These
valley deposits are generally considered to be largely of Pliocene
and Pleistocene age.

The present topography of the valleys is typical of central and
southern Arizona; the highest base level to which the Quaternary
deposits reached has been subjected subsequently to at least three
distinct cycles of erosion and to a more limited'extent of deposi-
tion. Each succeeding period of erosion and aggradation has left
evidence of the extent of its lateral planation in the form of an
escarpment in the slopes of the preceding valley floor. The Recent
or latest period of erosion and subsequent deposition has forjned
a comparatively narrow inner valley comprising the bottom lands
and overflow areas adjacent to the stream channels.
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S E C T I O N A C R O S S T Y P I C A L V A L L E Y O F A R I Z O N A

Figure 2.—Vertical cross section across a typical valley in southern Arizona,
Normally the best aquifers are in the Recent deposits of the bottom land,
Lateral groundwater recharge to this aquifer is derived from tributary
stream beds and from the base of the mountains and is indicated by the long
arrows. Direct vertical recharge from flood flows in the river channel is
shown by the short arrows,

A generalized vertical cross section of a typical valley has been
taken from Smith2 and is shown in Figure 2. Tributary stream
channels with sources on the valley slopes and in the mountains
have dissected the slopes, each developing on a minor scale the
general pattern of the central valley. Thus the valley floor and
slopes present to the casual observer a sloping plain with rounded
knolls and long ridges or the rougher topographic features of
recent erosion with steep-sided ravines and head-cutting features.

From the standpoint of agricultural development and the use
of water for irrigation the inner valley or Recent flood plain is
of primary importance. The Recent flood plain or bottom land is
well defined at practically all places by the escarpment between
it and either the first or second benchland. Along the Santa Cruz
the bottom land is more or less continuous from the San Rafael
Valley to Rillito Station. In width it is variable. Near Lochiel,
in Arizona, the bottom land is almost % mile wide, and from the
Mexican boundary near this same point to the mouth of the
Sonoita it is in most places about % mile wide. In this distance
there are, however, several stretches in which the river flows with
rock outcrops on both sides, and there is practically no bottom
land. Below the junction of Sonoita Creek the width of the
bottom land increases, and it varies from about ¥4 mile to as much
as a mile and one half in the lower end of the valley.

Only since about 1890 has the Santa Cruz River developed a
continuous channel through the drainage area. Since then it has
entrenched itself from depths of only a few feet to as much as 20
feet in some sections. The deepest entrenchment noted is between
Continental and Tucson and a short stretch about a mile and one
half above the town of Santa Cruz, in Mexico. Tributary streams
2G. E, P. Smith, The Physiography of Arizona Valleys and the Occurrence
of Groundwater, Tech. Bull. No. 77, Univ. of Ariz., Agr. Exp. Sta., 1938.
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Plate V.—A critical section of the entrenched channel of the Santa Cruz
River about 2 miles south of Tucson. Even small floods rapidly undercut
the high banks with the resultant loss of valuable farm land.

have developed similar channels in the bottom lands of their
, inner valleys.

Near Tucson the valley plain of the Santa Cruz reaches a width
of about 24 miles from the base of the Rincon Mountains on the
east to the Tucson Mountains on the west. About 4 miles from the
base of the Santa Catalina Mountains on the north is Rillito Creek
in a comparatively narrow inner valley, which it has carved out
for itself. The bottom land of the Rillito has an average width of
approximately % mile in which Rillito Creek occupies a wide
sandy stream bed with low banks. During high flood stages,
portions of the bottom land adjacent to the stream channel are
subject to overflow.

VEGETATION

Vegetation within the drainage basin varies from the typical
desert cover of thin creosote bush on the valley floor at low eleva-
tion and the grasslands of the upper valley floors to the dense
pine and fir forests on the high mountain tops. Adjacent to the
stream channels on the bottom lands, with shallow depths to
groundwater, and on the overflow areas are found mesquite
forests, cottonwood and willow trees, and rank growths of grasses
typical of overflow areas. Types of vegetation and density of
cover are dependent upon many interrelated factors, the indi-
vidual effects of which are difficult to evaluate, but they are
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probably more closely related to precipitation and temperature
than the other factors. Both rainfall and temperature are closely
related to elevation in this drainage area. A distribution based
upon the predominating members of each vegetative type accord-
ing to elevation has been prepared for Table 2.

TABLE 2.—CORRELATION OF PREDOMINANT VEGETATIVE TYPES
WITH ELEVATION IN THE SANTA CRUZ DRAINAGE AREA/-

Vegetative types Elevation above
sea level (ft.)

Creosote bush, cacti, desert shrubs and grasses; cotton-
wood and other trees along stream channels and on *
bottom lands 2,000-3,000

Cacti, palo verde, other desert shrubs and grasses 3,000-4,000
Grasses and some chaparral 4,000-5,000
Oak, pinon pine, jumper, and grasses 5,000-6,300
Arizona pine and Douglas fir.... 6,300-9,000

*!For a more complete discussion of this subject the reader is referred to
Publication No. 217 of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, The Vegeta-
tion of a Desert Mountain Range as Conditioned by Climatic Factors, by
Forrest Shreve, and University of Arizona Technical Bulletin No. 68, The
Natural Vegetation of Arizona, by A. A- NichoL

PRECIPITATION
Precipitation occurs in two distinct seasons of the year, a sum-

mer rainy season through the months of July, August, and Septem-
ber and a winter rainy season extending through the months of
December, January, February, and March. Although the month
of June is usually one of the driest, there are years in which the
summer rains begin in the latter part of this month; therefore
June has been included in the summer rainy season. For the
purpose of this study the months of comparatively low rainfall
preceding and following the summer rainy season have been
grouped with those in the winter rainy season, since the storms
occurring in those months are usually of the same general
character.

SUMMER RAINS

The precipitation during the 4-month summer rainy season is
the most dependable and generally is greater in amount than the
total for the remaining 8 months of the year. Within the drainage
area the ratio of summer rainfall to total annual rainfall in-
creases from north to south. At Oracle, the northernmost rainfall
station, it averages only 42 per cent of the mean annual rainfall;
at Tucson, 52 per cent; and at San Lazaro, in Mexico, the southern-
most rainfall station, it constitutes 68 per cent of the mean annual
rainfall. The 65-year continuous rainfall record, now listed as the
record of the University of Arizona station at Tucson, is the
longest one in southern Arizona and is considered to be the most
reliable. However, the record from this station shows that there
is a wide variation in the ratio of summer to annual precipitation.
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By W. E. Bryan
Plate VII.—Showers in the Santa Catalina Mountains in the lower Sabino
Canyon region.

In 1884, only 13 per cent of the total annual rainfall of 15.07 inches
at Tucson occurred during the summer rainy season; while in
1929, with an annual rainfall of 9.33 inches, the summer rainfall
comprised 85 per cent of the total.

The summer rains or thundershowers occur almost entirely in
the middle or late afternoons. They are usually local in extent,
occasionally torrential in nature, and appear to have no definite
trend or consistent direction of movement. Often the storm center
follows along the approximate contour of a mountain range; again
it may cut across the valley or it may move down a mountain
canyon. The individual storm centers are undoubtedly the direct
result of convective air currents set up in the lower atmosphere
of extremely high temperature adjacent to the earth's surface,
combined with the effects of local topographic features.

The drainage area is shown by Alexander3 to be located in the
southwestern fringe of the secondary center of thunderstorm
activity in the United States, which during the summer months
centers near Santa Fe, New Mexico. Approximately 80 per cent of
the total thunderstorms occur during the summer rainy season.

For many years the summer rains of the Arizona type presented
an enigma for which no satisfactory solution had been offered.
Only since the taking of high altitude observations in connection
with the airways weather service has an explanation been forth-

''William H. Alexander, "The Distribution of Thunderstorms in the United
States," Monthly Weather Review, Vol. 63, No. 5, pp. 157-58, May, 1935.
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coming. Reed4 has since called attention to the existence of the
thermally induced high-altitude (at over 10,000 feet elevation)
anticyclonic circulation centering over southern and southwestern
United States, which develops each spring and gradually disap-
pears each fall. He makes particular reference to the close inci-
dence of rainy periods in the northern plateau region of Mexico,
southeastern Arizona, and in New Mexico with the shifting of the
center of this high-level anticyclone to a position on the east slope
of the Rockies. Thus southeastern Arizona is in the southwest
quadrant of this clockwise circulation, with wind movement at
high levels from the east, southeast, or the south. Most favorable
then are the conditions for the importation of an air mass of
relative instability from the Gulf of Mexico region. Smith,5 as the
result of many years of close observation, has stated that the oc-
currence of summer showers is directly correlated with an almost
invariable prevailing wind movement from the east at high
altitude.

In a later article ReedG refers to the high level cell as an agency
for initiating and maintaining a circulation that operates to bring
both tropical Atlantic and tropical Pacific air masses into a region
where they might otherwise not be found. Within the high-level
cell it is found that at elevations of 3,000, 4,000, and 5,000 meters
there is a region of minimum wind movement and maximum
potential temperature, pressure, and specific humidity. It is not
necessary that the incoming air bring in the moisture, for sufficient
moisture is already present. It is only required that the air mass
be of conditional instability and thus a favorable lapse rate ob-
tains. The high summer temperatures together with the mountain
slopes are sufficient to induce rapid convection with resulting
precipitation.

Erratic and irregular as the occurrence of these summer storms
appears to the casual observer, an examination of the daily rain-
fall records for the summer season reveals a surprisingly parallel
record for any one storm period. Rainfall on any particular day
may not occur at all of the stations, but considered for any one of
the short rainy periods during the summer, the rainfall is found to
be remarkably general. Thus averaged over a monthly period,
similar deviations from normal are reflected by the records from
a large number of stations covering a wide area and irrespective
of altitude. Shreve7 first called attention to the close relationship
of the atmospheric factors which determine the summer rainfall
at all altitudes in this region. He gave the record of comparative
4Thomas A. Reed, "The North American High-Level Anticyclone," Monthly
Weather Review, Vol. 61, No. 11, Nov., 1933.

5G. E. P. Smith, "Forecasting the Water Supply," Fifty-first Annual Report,
Ariz. Exp. Sta., p. 31, 1940.
°Thomas A. Reed, "Thermal Aspects of the High-Level Anticyclone,"
Monthly Weather Review, Vol. 67, No. 7, July, 1939.

7Forrest Shreve, The Vegetation of a Desert Mountain Range as Conditioned
by Climatic Factors, Carnegie Institution of Washington, No. 217, 1915.
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daily incidence of rainfall at the Carnegie Desert Laboratory
near Tucson (elevation 2,663) and Marshall Gulch (elevation
7,600) near Soldier Camp in the Santa Catalina Mountains for the
3 summer months in 1911. A similar table has been prepared of
comparative daily incidence of rainfall at the Palisades Ranger
Station (elevation 7,850) near Soldier Camp with the University
of Arizona Station at Tucson (elevation 2,423) for the summer
months of 1940 and 1941. Records are available only during the
part of the summer when fire guards are stationed at the ranger
station.

These two rainfall stations are approximately 18 miles apart
and over a mile different in elevation. Never does the precipita-
tion at both stations result from the same thundershower. Con-

TABLE 3.—-COMPARATIVE DAILY INCIDENCE OF RAINFALL
(INCHES) DURING THE SUMMER RAINY SEASON AT THE

PALISADES RANGER STATION* (ELEV. 7,850), NEAR
SOLDIER CAMP IN THE SANTA CATALINA MOUN-

TAINS, AND THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
(ELEV. 2,423), TUCSON.

Date
1940

June
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

July
9

10
12
13
14
16
17
18
21
23
24
25
26
27
29
30

Aug.
3
4

Total

Palisades
Ranger Station

0.75

6^55
1.22
0.61
0.61

o.i'b

0.03

6^24
0.07
0.01
0.93
0.02
0.42
0.57
0.24

0.09

6^04

0.70
0.30

7.50

U.of A.
Tucson

0
0.01
0.29
0.63
0.21
0
T
T

T

T
T
T

0
0.10
0.62
T

0
0.01
0.02
0.09
T
T
T
T

T
0.01

1.99

Date
1941

June
8

10
23
24

July
6
7
8
9

13
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
23
24

Aug.
3
4

Palisades
Ranger Station

0.05
0.06

6.24

0.21

0.08
..

0.37
0.07
0.37

6^62
0.20
0.32
1.01
1.31

0.68
0.07

5.66

. U.of A.
Tucson

0
0
T
T

0
0.06
0.28
0.03
0
0
0
0.32
0.13
0.02
0
0.05
0.55
0.02

0.03
0.05

1.54

Records secured through the courtesy of the office of the Coronado Forest
headquarters.
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sistent as the daily incidence of rainfall may be, the actual amount
of precipitation at adjacent stations may vary widely.

Consider the storm of the evening of August 14, 1941, in which
1.45 inches of rainfall was recorded at the University of Arizona,
only 0.07 inch at the Magnetic Observatory, and 0.13 inch at the
Tucson Airport. These three stations form a triangle in the cen-
tral portion of the valley and are approximately 6 miles distant
from each other. In comparison the storm of August 13, 1940,
covered the southern part of the Santa Cruz, San Pedro, and
Sulphur Spring valleys and extended into New Mexico. Rainfall
of between 1 and 2 inches was reported from practically all of the
rain gage stations within the Santa Cruz drainage area. At the
University of Arizona, 2.25 inches of rain fell in 80 minutes and
0.94 inch in 15 minutes. This storm is considered the maximum
summer type storm for the period for which records are available
because of its wide areal extent, uniformly heavy rainfall and
high intensity.

WINTER RAINS

Winter rains may be definitely associated with the eastward
passage of the cyclonic storm centers originating on the Pacific
Ocean. Often storms from the Pacific Northwest which take a
southeasterly course may take a more southerly route and pass
through Arizona. Equally important are the cyclonic storms
which move in directly from the west or southwest. The winter
rains show a wider annual variation in total amount from year to
year and are also more irregular in monthly distribution than the
summer rains. Individual storms may be of several days' duration,
of wide areal extent, and are usually of slow and steady intensity,
although not continuous throughout the storm period.

RAINFALL RECORDS

Precipitation records from some fifty stations in or adjacent to
the drainage area are available, but many of these are of such
short and fragmentary nature that in themselves they are of little
value. It would have been desirable in making a study of the rain-
fall on the drainage area to have been able to adjust the short term
records to long term means by use of the 65-year record at Tucson.
That this could not safely be done was evident from the lack of
correlation in the incidence of wet and dry periods with other
stations in the drainage area. This is particularly true of the
Benson and Nogales records.

The complete 65-year rainfall record by months for the Univer-
sity of Arizona station at Tucson is given in Table 4. This is the
most valuable rainfall record in the drainage area in showing the
monthly, seasonal, and annual variations in the rainfall over a
long period of time. Published records8 of daily rainfall at this
station are also available for the period 1910-41, and from these
8Climatological data, Arizona Section, published monthly by U.S. Weather
Bureau.
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records the average number of days in each year that a rainfall
of any amount has occurred during the period is shown in Figure
3. The curve shows an average of 50 days per year with 0.01 inch
or more of rain. The driest year of record, 1924, had only 30 days
of rainfall. The year of highest rainfall, 1914, included in the
record, had 75 days of rainfall. The curve also indicates that on an
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as a probability curve.
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average there has been a daily rainfall of 1.15 inches or more
once in every year. This is an average figure and in some years
more than one rain of this amount has occurred. Thus the curve,
except in its extreme lower portion, cannot be used as a curve of
probability of annual occurrence. Probability studies show that
there is only a 65 per cent chance of occurrence of a daily rainfall
of 1.15 inches or more in any one year.

Practically complete records are available at six stations—
Oracle, Tucson, Benson, Elgin, Canelo, and Nogales—for the 28-
year period from 1913 to 1940, inclusive. A summary of the
records at these stations is given in Table 5. Records from these
six stations may be considered as fairly representative in cover-
ing the variations in rainfall over the various parts of the drainage
area, and they were therefore used as a basis for the interpolation
of other missing and short term records. It is believed that the in-
terpolation of all the rainfall records to this 28-year period will
result in more reliable figures for mean annual rainfall at the var-
ious stations than any attempt to adjust them to a long period
mean.

Records for the few missing months at the six base stations were
supplied on the basis of the percentage departure from the mean
monthly rainfall for those months at the nearest base station or
stations for which records were available. An exception was made
in the case of the Benson record where a direct substitution of the
record from the Apache Powder Company was made. The lauer
station is only 6 miles from Benson and only about 100 feet higher
in elevation.

A summary of all available rainfall records is given in Table
6. The elevation, period of record, number of complete years of
record, average annual rainfall for the period, per cent summer
rainfall of annual, and the mean annual rainfall adjusted to the
28-year period from 1913 to 1940 is given for each station. The
adjusted mean annual rainfall for each station was determined by
applying a correction factor to the mean annual rainfall for the
period of record. The correction factor used was the ratio of the
mean annual rainfall for the 28-year period to the mean annual
rainfall for the same period of record at the nearest base station
or stations.

It is unfortunate that precipitation records at but few standard
rain-gage stations are available above 5,000 feet elevation in
southern Arizona. However, a valuable record of precipitation
near Soldier Camp (elev. 7,875 ft.) in the Santa Catalina Moun-
tains was secured by the Desert Laboratory of the Carnegie
Institution of Washington with a Sykes' long-period gage.9 The
record covers the period 1926-37. The Sykes* gage, which has a
3-inch diameter funnel, is set only a few inches above the ground
surface and depends upon an oil seal for the prevention of evap-

°Godfrey Sykes, "Rainfall Investigations in Arizona and Sonora by Means
of Long-Period Rain Gauges/' Geographical Review, Vol. XXI, April, 1931
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oration between measuring intervals. Accurate records of sum-
mer rainfall are secured, but in winter when part of the precipi-
tation occurs in the form of snow, the amount evaporated from
the snow surface is lost. The accuracy of the measurement is
further dependent upon the gage catching exactly the melt from
the snow column over the funnel area. It is the best available
record of high altitude rainfall in the area, and the entire record is
given in Table 7 together with the records at Oracle and Tucson
for the same periods.

The summer season records from the Sykes' gage are considered
reliable; and by computing the ratios of summer rainfall at Soldier
Camp to that at Oracle and Tucson, and applying these ratios to

TABLE 7.—RECORD* OF RAINFALL NEAR SOLDIER CAMP (ELEVA-
TION 7,875 FEET) TAKEN WITH SYKES' LONG-PEKIOD RAIN

GAGE WITH COMPARISON OF RAINFALL AT TUCSON AND
ORACLE FOR SAME PERIODS.

Period of record
From To

May 10, 1926 Nov. (l),f 1926
Nov. (1), 1926 May (1), 1927
May (1), 1927 Sept. (1), 1927
Sept. (1), 1927 May (1), 1928
May (1), 1928 Sept. (1), 1928
Sept. (1), 1928 Apr. (1), 1929
Apr. (1), 1929 Dec, (1), 1929
Dec. (1), 1929 May (1), 1930
May (1), 1930 Nov. (1), 1930
Nov. (1), 1930 Apr. (1), 1931
Apr. (1), 1931 Nov. (1), 1931
Nov. (1), 1931 May, 1932
June (1), 1932 Oct. 16, 1932
Oct. 16, 1932 Apr. 5, 1933
Apr. 5, 1933 Dec. 1, 1933
Dec. 1, 1933 May 20, 1934
May 20, 1934 Nov. 15, 1934
Nov. 15, 1934 June 9, 1935
June 9, 1935 Nov. 25, 1935
Nov. 25, 1935 May 11, 1936
May 11, 1936 Nov. (1), 1936
Nov. (1), 1936 June (1), 1937
June (1), 1937 Oct. (1), 1937

Tucson comparison
Average summer rainfall
Average winter rainfall
Total

Oracle comparison
Average summer rainfall
Average winter rainfall
Total

22.32
24.64

9.82
11.00
13.21
13.39
29.82
15.44
16.00
23.48
24.55
Gage
20.30
Gage
17.14
4.27

12.30
21.36
19.69
12.17
17.50
16.38
13.80

18.04
15.79
33.83

18.48
16.09
34.57

Tucson

5.43
5.16
3.03
4.62
4.24
2.34
8.23
5.09
5.01
5.12
8.33

Oracle
(inches)

7.37
11.20
6.16
8.78

........
8.66

11.07
13.87
14.08
11.75

upset and damaged
5.90

damaged and
8.05
1.60
4.83
7.82
7.62
5.37
7.76
4.72
4.78

6.10
4.65

10.75

6.09
replaced

9.73
2.24

10.37
13.30
11.93
6.86
8.49

11.76
8,69

9.37
9.91

19.28

^Record secured through the courtesy of the Desert Laboratory of the
Carnegie Institution of Washington.

fFigures in parentheses are approximate dates.
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the 28-year annual means of the latter stations, two values for the
mean annual rainfall at Soldier Camp are secured. Weighting
these two values inversely, according to the relative distances of
the two stations from Soldier Camp, gives a computed value of
36.6 inches for the adjusted mean annual rainfall at Soldier Camp
for the 28-year period.

Between 1916 and 1928 partial summer rainfall records for
eleven seasons were secured by the U.S. Forest Service at Soldier
Camp and published by the U.S. Weather Bureau. The elevation
of this station was reported as 7,710 feet. The rainfall data for
these summer periods were treated in the same manner as that
just previously described, with the resultant figure of 37.0 inches
as the average rainfall for the 28-year period, 1913-40, inclusive.

Figures from other short and intermittant records10 of summer
rainfall, at elevations between 7,000 and 8,000 feet in the Santa
Catalina, Pinaleno, and Chiricahua mountains, furnish additional
evidence of the approximate correctness of the above figures.

The relation of mean annual rainfall to elevation of all the sta-
tions is shown graphically in Figure 4 by plotting the data from
Table 6. This relationship for the main valley of the Santa Cruz
is shown by Curve A, the upper portion of which is a straight line
determined by the method of least squares from those points above
3,000 feet elevation. The equation for this portion of the curve is
R=0.00523E—4.32, in which R is the mean annual rainfall in
inches and E is the elevation above sea level in feet. The valley
stations, below 3,000 feet elevation, show but slight effect of eleva-
tion upon precipitation and indicate that the low gradients in the
valley floor are insufficient to serve as a factor in the control of
precipitation. The position of the lower part of the curve has
been determined by eye and is not far from vertical.

Inasmuch as the upper part of Curve A is determined by the two
records near Soldier Camp, a second curve, A', has been drawn
omitting these points from the calculations. It will be noted that
the position and slope of this curve differ but little from Curve A.
This might be considered only a coincidence, but it does give
further justification for the use of a straight line in representing
the relation of rainfall to elevation, at least from 3,000 to 8,000
feet, for this area.

Records at Benson, Apache Powder Company, Pantano, Elgin,
Canelo, San Rafael, and San Lazaro are not considered applicable
to the main part of the drainage area. These stations are all east
or north of intercepting mountain ranges and are in a region in
which the basal valley or plateau is at an elevation of almost
2,000 feet above the main Santa Cruz Valley. For this portion of
the area Curve B is considered applicable.

"Forrest Shreve, "A Comparison of the Vegetational Features of Two Desert
Mountain Ranges," The Plant World, Vol. 22, October, 1919. Also personal
communication of A. H. Zachau, Forest Supervisor, dated October 26, 1912,
with reference to rainfall records at high elevations in the Chiricahua
Mountains.
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trend of adjacent mountain ranges, and by local topographic
features in the immediate vicinity. The effect of the last named
is well illustrated at Ruelas, located between a small outlying
butte and the west slopes of the Santa Rita Mountains. At this
station the rainfall is consistently low in comparison with other
near-by stations.

However, in a region where such wide variations in relief occur,
it is necessary to select some method of interpolation between sta-
tions for locating the isohyets, which are lines of equal rainfall,
at the higher elevations where rainfall records are not available.
The relationship between rainfall and elevation throughout the
southwestern United States provides a method for this purpose
where a definite value for this relationship can be established. In
the case of the portion of the Santa Cruz drainage area under
consideration, it is believed that this relationship has been deter-
mined with sufficient exactness to be used for this purpose. A
contour map of the area may therefore serve, in a sense, as a base
for a rainfall map in the interpolation of the location of isohyets.

The rainfall map (PL I) for the Santa Cruz drainage area above
Rillito Station showing the areal distribution of precipitation has
been prepared using as primary data the rainfall records given in
Table 6, the rainfall-elevation curves given in Figure 4, and a
contour map of the area. On this map are shown the rainfall sta-
tions and the lines of equal rainfall, isohyets, which have been
located at 5-inch rainfall intervals beginning with the 12.5-inch
isohyet. Thus the mean annual rainfall between adjacent isohyets
may be expressed in even 5-inch intervals, with the exception of
the area in the central portion of the valley below the 12.5-inch
isohyet. The average value for this area has been estimated at
about 11.5 inches.

The rainfall map also shows the drainage boundaries above each
of the important stream-gaging stations in the drainage area. The
area in square miles above each of these gaging stations, together
with the mean annual rainfall for each individual drainage area,
has been taken from the rainfall map, and the results are given in
Table 8. The mean annual rainfall for the entire drainage area
of 3,498 square miles was found to be 16.5 inches, which is equal
to 3.1 million acre-feet.

Curves showing the accumulated deviations from the 28-year
annual means for three of the base stations—Tucson, Elgin, and
Nogales—are shown in Figure 5. Curves for each station begin
with zero deviation in 1913 and end with zero deviation in 1940.
In the case of the Tucson and Elgin stations the curves have been
projected back to cover the entire periods of record; and, since the
mean annual rainfall for these periods is not exactly the same as
for the 28-year period, they do not close on the zero line of devia-
tion. In order that the curves for all three stations can be com-
pared directly, the deviations have been expressed in percentages
of the mean annual rainfall rather than in inches. An upward
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TABLE 8.—MEAN ANNUAL PRECIPITATION AND DRAINAGE AREAS
IN SQUARE MILES ABOVE THE REGULAR U.S. GEOLOGICAL
SURVEY STREAM GAGING STATIONS,- AND THE TOTAL
DRAINAGE AREA IN THE UPPER SANTA CRUZ VALLEY.

Dr9.in.3ff6 area

Santa Cruz River near Nogales
Sonoita Creek near Patagonia. .
Santa Cruz River at Tucson
Sabino Creek near Tucson
Rillito Creek near Tucson
Between Rillito Station and

Tucson gaging stations
Total above Rillito Station

Area
(sq. mi.)

522f
210

2,170
35

903

425
3,498

Mean annua

Acre-feet

522,000
227,000

1,922,000
51,000

827,000

333,000
3,082,000

1 precipitation

Inches depth

18.7
20.3
16.6
27.3
17.2

14.7
16.5

-The location of stream gaging stations is indicated on the rainfall map,
Plate I, by the letters U.S.G.S,

f The drainage area of the Santa Cruz River in Mexico cannot be determined
accurately, since adequate topographic maps are not available. This drain-
age area is given as 542 square miles in Water Supply Paper No. 899, of the
U.S. Geological Survey.

trend of the curve denotes a year or a period of years of more-
than-average rainfall, a downward trend a dry year or a period
of less-than-average rainfall.

Similar curves were drawn for the other three base stations, but
in order to avoid confusion on the chart they have been omitted.
The Oracle curve followed very closely that of Tucson; Canelo
was similar to the curve of Elgin; and the Benson curve was
similar to the Nogales curve. The three curves shown in Figure 5
may be considered as representing fairly well the rainfall condi-
tions over the entire drainage area.

The curves and the rainfall records at all the stations show that
the years 1914,1919, and 1931 were years of excessive rainfall over
the entire area. In the north end of the area, as represented by
the curve at Tucson, the year 1914 was the beginning of a wet
period which extended through 1923. In the central and southern
part of the area, as represented by curves of Elgin and Nogales,
the year 1914 was followed by years of less-than-average or about
average rainfall, with the exception of 1919 through 1923. Begin-
ning in 1920 and extending through 1921 and 1922, severe drought
conditions are indicated by the Nogales curve.

The years 1924, 1925, and 1928 might well be designated as
drought years over the entire area, the year 1924 having the lowest
annual rainfall at all the stations in the area for their periods of
record. Records for the six base stations indicate a rainfall over
the area in 1924 of only 52 per cent of the 28-year average.

The downward trend of the Tucson curve from 1924 through
1930 indicates severe drought conditions in the north end of the
area. At that time rather extensive development by irrigation had
been made, and groundwater supplies in certain areas were
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seriously affected by the drought. By many it was considered the
most serious drought in the history of the area. However, exam-
ination of the earlier part of the Tucson curve discloses that even
more severe conditions must have existed during the period 1899-
1904, for this period was preceded by an 8-year period in which
only 2 years were above average in rainfall.

The Tucson curve, as well as all other earlier rainfall records
in southern Arizona, shows that 1905 was the wettest year of
record. The following rainfalls were reported: Fort Huachuca,
36.97 inches; Oracle, 34.12 inches; Empire Ranch, 27.09 inches;
Tucson, 24.17 inches; and Benson, 22.58 inches. If these stations
may be considered as representative for the area, the rainfall for
this year was 191 per cent of the average of the 28-year period.
Excessive rainfall was reported from all over the state beginning
in January, 1905, and continuing through April, and in November.

Rainfall probability curves for the three base stations—Tucson,
Elgin, and Nogales—have been plotted on logarithmic-probability
paper for the 28-year period and are shown in Figure 6. A curve
for the 65-year record at Tucson has also been plotted for com*
parison with the shorter period record. The close incidence of the
28-year and the 65-year curves indicates that considerable reliance
may be placed on a record as short as 28 years at Tucson. The
former shows the 1 per cent average chance of occurrence of a
21.4 inch rainfall in any one year, and the latter of 22.6 inches.
Both curves indicate that on an average a year with excessive
precipitation such as 1905 will occur less than once in a hundred
years.

Although probability curves of rainfall based upon such a
short period as 28 years cannot be considered as a substantial
basis for frequency estimates, it is believed that they do give some
idea as to probable frequencies. The data for the 28-year prob-
ability curves in Figure 6 have been prepared in tabular form and
are given in Table 9.

TABLE 9.—PROBABLE CHANCE OF ANNUAL RAINFALL OCCUR-
RENCE AT TUCSON, ELGIN, AND NOGALES.

Average chance Probable maximum annual rainfall (in,)
of occurrence (%) Tucson Sita Nogales

1
2
5

10
50

50
10
5
2
1

21.4
19.8
17.7
16.1
10.9

Probable

10.9
7.2
6.4
5,6
5.0

29.2
27.2
24.4
22.1
15.7

minimum annual

15.7
11.0
10.0
9.0
8.3

26.9
25.5
23.4
21.7
16.2

rainfall (in.)

16.2
11.8
10.7
9J
9.1
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Figure 6,—Annual rainfall-probability curves for Tucson, Elgin, and
Nogales for the period 1913-40. The curve for the long-term record at
Tucson, 1876-1940, is shown for comparison.

It should be noted that in Table 9 only the average chance of
occurrence is given; that is, for example, there is only a 10 per
cent chance for the annual rainfall at Tucson being equal to 16.1
inches. This means that during a period of 100 years it is probable
that there will be 10 years with an annual rainfall equal to or
more than 16.1 inches. Several of these years might occur during
the same 10-year period, although the 65-year experience record
shows that only twice have two of them occurred in any one 10-
year period.

The probable median rainfall for Tucson, Elgin, and Nogales
taken at the 50 per cent of the time points on the curves in Figure
6 is found to be less than their mean annual rainfalls. This is to be
expected since, as has previously been mentioned, the annual
plus departures from the mean were 191 per cent in the wettest
year and only minus 52 per cent in the driest year of record. In
general it may be said that the lower the mean annual rainfall,
the higher will be the percentage of years with less than the mean
annual rainfall.

The U.S. Weather Bureau publishes in its monthly and annual
summaries the departures from the mean rainfall, and these de-
partures are considered by many as departures from the normal.
It would appear from the more commonly accepted meaning of
the word "normal" that the median monthly or median annual
rainfall rather than the average should be used. Rainfall records
indicate that, on the average, 60 years out of a hundred at Tucson,
57 years out of a hundred at Elgin, and 54 years out of a hundred
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at Nogales the annual rainfall will be less than the mean annual
rainfall.

Except for only a few short periods, records of rainfall intensi-
ties have been obtained at only one station in the drainage area.
Since 1928, records have been secured from a tipping-bucket
gage located on the top of the Agriculture Building, a three-story
building on the campus of the University of Arizona. The max-
imum rainfall for 5-, 10-, 30-, and 60-minute intervals for each
year has been taken from the original record sheets for the period
1928-41, inclusive, and the figures are given in Table 10. In the
same table are given the maximum annual 24-hour rainfalls as
reported for the ground station, which is located about 200 feet
away from the tipping-bucket station on the roof.

In Table 10 are also given the total number of storms for each
year which produced excessive precipitation. Excessive precipi-
tation being defined as rainfall equal to or more than 0.25 inch in
5 minutes, 0.30 inch in 10 minutes, 0.50 inch in 30 minutes, or 0.80
inch in 60 minutes. It may be noted that 1936 was the only year
out of the 14 in which excessive precipitation occurred more than
three times in the same year. The total for the 1928-41 period,
inclusive, is twenty-four storms.

A calibration test of the tipping-bucket gage, with the funnel
properly adjusted in position, made on the basis of 5-minute pe-
riods, showed that the actual intensities are equal to the recorded
intensities raised to the 1.035 power. At low intensities the error
is therefore very small, but with a rainfall of 0.50 inch in 5
minutes, the error amounted to 15 per cent of the recorded
intensity.

The intensities at the higher rates given in Table 10 therefore
are considerably lower than the actual intensities. In addition,
the higher wind velocities and the deflection of air currents over
the roof result in a catch on the roof which is consistently less
than that at the ground station.

The rainstorm of August 13, 1940, may be considered as repre-
sentative of the summer type of storm with maximum intensity
over a short period of time. The tipping-bucket record registered
1.76 inches for this storm, and the actual measured catch on the
roof was 2.15 inches. The catch at the ground surface station was
2.25 inches. The reconstructed probable ground surface intensity
record for this storm for regular 5-minute intervals is shown in
Figure 7 together with the original tipping-bucket gage record.
A maximum 5-minute intensity of 6.36 inches per hour at the
ground surface is found in comparison with the tipping-bucket
record of 4.80 inches per hour. On the basis of the above record
and considering that only a 14-year period of record is available,
it is believed that rainstorms of a torrential character may be
expected in this area. Such storms may be expected only at in-
frequent intervals, as is indicated by the small number of storms
given in Table 10 which produced excessive precipitation.
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Figure 7.—Typical summer and winter rainfall intensities at Tucson,
Arizona Records from a tipping-bucket recorder are plotted for 5-minute
intervals. The record for the storm of August 13, 1940, adjusted to ground
surface intensities is also given.

RUNOFF

Runoff may be considered as that small proportion of the total
rainfall on a drainage area which is carried out of the area in
surface stream channels. It consists of that portion of the rainfall
which is not dissipated by evaporation, transpiration from vegeta-
tive growth, and infiltration which becomes a part of the ground-
water of the drainage area.

In general the streams in the drainage area are purely ephe-
meral in character with two periods of runoff corresponding with
the summer and winter rainy seasons. Small perennial flows of a
second-foot or less are found in upper Sabino Canyon, Sonoita
Creek, Cienega Creek, and a few of the other mountain canyons
at high elevation. The Santa Cruz River from a short distance
above where it enters Mexico to within a few miles above the
mouth of Sonoita Creek may be classed as a perennial interrupted
stream with intermittent and ephemeral stretches. Near Tucson
both the Santa Cruz River and Rillito Creek are purely ephemeral
in character.

The summer floods are extremely flashy and are usually of short
duration. Following the afternoon or evening rains the flood
flows generally occur in the evening or during the night and by
the next morning only a trickle of water is to be found in the
stream channel. The crest of the flood may arrive within a few
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minutes following the first flow in a dry stream channel, and it is
usually followed by succeeding crests of larger or smaller size.

The arrival of a flood at the Cortaro crossing of the Santa Cruz
River following a rather general ram from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. on
September 10, 1933, was observed. For this storm the recorded
rainfall at the University Station was 0.52 inch, but it is believed
that the rainfall at other places near by was greater. At 5:25 p.m.
on crossing the Santa Cruz at Tucson there was a flow in the river
of about 3,000 second-feet. At 5:45 p.m. at the highway bridge
crossing the Rillito, about % mile above its junction with the
Santa Cruz, there was a flow of approximately 2,000 second-feet.
A few minutes later it was observed that there was only a flow
of about 100 second-feet in the Canada del Oro, but the high
water mark showed that the crest of the flood had already passed
and may have been three times as great. Arriving at the bridge on
the Cortaro crossing of the Santa Cruz, a small stream of about
100 second-feet was flowing. A high water mark indicated that a
small flood crest of not more than 200 second-feet had already
passed. Thus the small flood crest from the Canada del Oro had
already passed, and the floodwaters from the Santa Cruz and
Rillito had not arrived. A few seconds before 6:30 p.m. the crest
of the mam flood could be observed about 1,000 feet upstream. As
it approached the bridge the first wave of water and accumulated
debris, rolling over and over, was only from 6 to 8 inches high and
probably 60 feet in width. It was followed at intervals of about
50 feet by several larger waves, the succeeding waves taking dif-
ferent courses in the wide flat channel above the bridge. Within
4 minutes of the arrival of the first wave of water at the bridge
an approximate discharge of about 5,000 second-feet was reached,
and the water continued to rise slowly for some 30 minutes. The
flood crests of the Santa Cruz and Rillito must have reached their
junction within a few minutes of each other since only one flood
crest was distinguishable at the Cortaro bridge. The flow in the
river the next morning was only a few second-feet.

Winter flood flows do not in general occur in the same manner
as the short-lived flashy peaks of summer floods. In the upper
reaches of the Santa Cruz River and tributaries the flow is more or
less continuous during the winter rainy season and during the
spring period of melting snow. Even in the lower end of the
drainage area near Tucson the flows continue for a period of at
least 4 or 5 days, and during exceptionally wet winters, such as
1914-15, there are records of continuous flow over a period of
several months.

Discharge hydrographs for the periods February 12 to 18, 1931,
and August 12 to 19, 1939, of the flood flows in the Santa Cruz
River near Nogales and at Tucson are shown in Figure 8. Both
of the periods represented are of greater than normal runoff for
both winter and summer and contain brief periods of continuous
flow from the Nogales to the Tucson gaging station. The small
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flood crests of August 13, 15, and 16 are typical of the average
summer flood flows of the Santa Cruz River at Tucson.

RUNOFF RECORDS

Stream gaging stations were established on the Santa Cruz
River at Tucson on November 1, 1905, and on Rillito Creek at a
point about 5 miles north of Tucson on October 1, 1908, by the
Irrigation Department of the University of Arizona. With the
exception of the summer of 1912 the records are complete to the
present date. In January, 1926, the operation of these stations was
taken over by the Surface Waters Division of the U.S. Geological
Survey and since then has been maintained by that agency. The
installation of continuous gage height recorders has resulted in a
higher degree of accuracy in these later records. The earlier
records were obtained from staff gage readings.

Stream flow records for short and broken periods are also avail-
able on the Santa Cruz River and Nogales Wash near the Mexican
Border, Sonoita Creek, Sabino Canyon, and the Canada del Oro.
With the exception of the Canada del Oro and the early records
on Sabino Canyon these records were secured by the Surface
Waters Division of the U.S. Geological Survey.11 The location of
all regular stream gaging stations is indicated (U.S.G.S.), and the
drainage area above each is outlined on the map in Plate I. The
monthly records of discharge at these stations are given in Tables
11 to 17, inclusive, together with the drainage area in square miles
above each station.

The discharge records are in such form that the annual totals
are given for both the water year and calendar year. It is common
practice to prepare stream flow records on the basis of the water
year, which begins October 1 of one year and ends September 30 of
the following year. The water year permits a more accurate
correlation of runoff with rainfall, since all of the runoff from
winter snowfall is included in the stream flow records for that
year.

Records of stream flow of the Santa Cruz River and Rillito Creek
near Tucson show that runoff from the summer rains is pre-
dominant. Both of these gaging stations are near the lower end
of the drainage area, and local drainage above them is mostly from
the valley floor and slopes. This part of the drainage area has a
low infiltration rate with sparse vegetative cover and sufficient
slope to promote rapid runoff from the short summer rains of high
intensity.

The record breaking runoff of the winter of 1914-15 and of
January, 1916, may be considered as exceptions to this general
observation. December, 1914, established a maximum for rainfall
in winter months at all stations in the drainage area. Even at

"Stream gaging stations in the state of Arizona are now operated by the
Surface Waters Division of the U.S. Geological Survey, John H. Gardiner,
District Engineer, Federal Building, Tucson, Arizona, The state of Arizona
and other agencies co-operate in financing the stream gaging work.
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elevations below 5,000 feet the average rainfall for this month
was approximately 6 inches. It would appear that the December
runoff of 107,000 acre-feet in Rillito Creek and of 54,900 acre-feet
in the Santa Cruz River has not been exceeded in any month since
rainfall records have been kept in this area.

It is possible, however, that the total runoff for the winter of
1904-5 exceeded that of the winter 1914-15. Excessive rainfall
occurred over the entire drainage area in the months of January,
February, March, and April, 1915, and the total rainfall for that
year was the highest on record. Unfortunately no comparative
records of runoff from stations in the drainage area are available.
The writer was a daily witness of the flood flows in the Santa
Cruz River at Tucson during the winters of 1904-5 and 1914-15 and
is of the opinion that the aggregate discharge of this stream for
the first 4 months of 1905 was equal to, if not greater than, that of
the winter of 1914-15. Although, neither the maximum for any one
month nor the maximum peak discharges approached those of
December, 1914.

Probability curves of the annual discharge of the Santa Cruz
River and Rillito Creek near Tucson on the basis of water years
for the past 36 years and 33 years, respectively, are given in Figure
9. The discharges given in Tables 11 and 12 for the water years
have been plotted in order of magnitude against per cent of time
on logarithmic-probability paper. The 50 per cent of time point on
each curve represents the probable median annual discharge
which for the Santa Cruz is about 11,600 acre-feet and for the
Rillito is about 8,800 acre-feet. The mean annual discharge of the
Santa Cruz from the record is 16,550 acre-feet, which on the basis
of the frequency curve would be expected to be equaled or ex-
ceeded on an average only about 34 per cent of the time. The
mean annual discharge of the Rillito is 18,000 acre-feet, and this
discharge would be equaled or exceeded on an average only 27
per cent of the time. That is on the basis of available records on
the Rillito it might be expected that in a 100-year record there
would be only about 27 years in which the annual discharge would
equal or be larger than the mean average annual discharge of
18,000 acre-feet.

The frequency curve for the Santa Cruz River indicates that
there is only a 10 per cent chance of the annual runoff for any one
year equaling or exceeding 35,000 acre-feet. Or, in a long period
of years 10 per cent of the years will have an annual runoff equal
to or above 35,000 acre-feet. The curve also indicates that a dis-
charge of 3,700 acre-feet or less may be expected in 10 per cent
of the years over a long period of record.

The curve for the Rillito indicates that, in a long period average,
for 10 per cent of the years the discharge will equal or exceed
40,000 acre-feet and will equal or be less than 1,900 acre-feet. The
location of the point for the year of maximum discharge of
record, 1915, is considerably to the left of the frequency curve
for Rillito Creek. The runoff of 167,000 acre-feet for this year is
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exceptional and from the frequency curve would not be expected
to be equaled more than once every 150 years in a long time
average.

The maximum annual flood peaks for the Santa Cruz River and
Rillito Creek, which are given in Tables 11 and 12, have been
plotted in the same manner as the annual discharges in Figure 9.
Frequency curves based upon this data indicate that there is
about a 1 per cent chance of the occurrence of a flood peak of
16,500 second-feet and about a 10 per cent chance of the occur-
rence of a flood peak of 11,000 second-feet or over on the Santa
Cruz River. For the Rillito the 1 per cent chance of occurrence is
32,000 second-feet or over, and the 10 per cent chance of occur-
rence is 16,000 second-feet or over. The estimated peak flow
of 28,000 second-feet on December 23, 1914, in the water year of
1915, on Rillito Creek is not out of line on the basis of the
frequency curve.

It may be noted that the lower portions of the flood peak curves
have been located with apparent disregard of the plotted points.
Analysis of the data upon the basis of the calendar year indicates
that the extrapolated positions of these curves are more probable
and logical than the positions indicated by the plotted points. The
flood peaks for the calendar year, 1924, were 1,400 second-feet on
the Santa Cruz River and only 70 second-feet on Rillito Creek.

The Sabino Canyon records are an example of the runoff from
an exclusively mountain type of drainage area, a considerable
portion of which is at high elevation with heavy forest cover. The
records at this station show but little effect of the summer rain-
fall. Flood flows in general are the result of late winter rains and
the melting of snow in the early spring. This is the only stream
gaging station for which runoff records are available for the
winter 1904-5 (see Table 16). It is interesting to note that the
discharge during the months of January, February, March, and
April of 1905 totaled 34,900 acre-feet from the small drainage area
of 35 square miles. This is equivalent to a runoff of 18.7 inches
average depth from the entire drainage area in the 4-month pe-
riod. Unfortunately there are no rainfall records available for the
mountain area for this period, and no comparison of the amount of
rainfall to runoff can be made.

The gaging station on the Canada del Oro was located at the
Southern Pacific Railroad bridge, x/4 mile above its junction with
the Santa Cruz River. The drainage area contains 255 square
miles, of which about 34 per cent is mountain area extending to
above 9,000 feet elevation, and 66 per cent is valley slopes. Runoff
records, given in Table 17, cover only the short period from July
1,1921, to July 1,1926. The accuracy of the record is of low degree
for flood flows and may be considered in large measure a matter of
estimate by an experienced hydrographer. Nevertheless, the
record is valuable, for, although the period covered was one of less
than average rainfall, it contains the month of July, 1921. The
rainfall for this month was the highest of record in the northern
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part of the drainage area. Rainfall at the three closest stations to
the Canada del Oro drainage for this month was: Tucson, 6.24
inches; Oracle, 9.39 inches; and Soldier Camp, 15.79 inches.

The estimated runoff for the month of July, 1921, was 8,250
acre-feet. This monthly runoff, the daily discharge of 4,200 acre-
feet on July 31, and the estimated peak flow of 8,000 second-feet
of the same day are not believed to have been equaled at least at
any other time since 1919. The rainfall and runoff for the last 5
days in July, 1921, are given in Table 18, and a discharge hydro-
graph for the same period is shown in Figure 10.

TABLE 18.—DAILY RAINFALL AT TUCSON, ORACLE, AND SOLDIER
CAMP, JULY 27 TO 31, 1921, AND THE RUNOFF FROM THE CANADA

DEL ORO AT THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD BRIDGE
FOR THE SAME PERIOD.

Date
1921

July 27..
July 28.
July 29..
July 30.
July 31.

Total ...

Daily rainfall in inches

Tucson

T
1.88
0.03
0,03
1.43

3.37

Oracle

1.10
1.85
0.00
1.15
1.00

5.10

Soldier Camp

2.30
2.00
0.00
1.60
1.47

7.37

Runoff in
acre-feet

Canada del Oro

270
2,600

0
0

4,200

7,070

Runoff records on the Santa Cruz River near Nogales and
Sonoita Creek near Patagonia show the effect of their locations
closer to the headwaters of the Santa Cruz drainage and their
higher elevation by more nearly continuous year-round flow. The
increased vegetative cover and more pervious character of the
soil mantle are reflected in lower flood crests of runoff from
summer rains.

Records on Nogales Wash at Nogales are of such short duration
that they cannot be considered representative. The short record
indicates that summer floods are of far greater importance in the
total annual runoff than are those of winter.

RUNOFF-RAINFALL RELATIONS

The expression of runoff as a simple factor or percentage of the
rainfall cannot be considered as entirely satisfactory, since it is
the residual of the rainfall after the losses from evaporation,
transpiration, and the groundwater increment have been deducted.
However, where these losses cannot even be approximately deter-
mined, it is believed that it is the only practical relationship which
can be established. An estimate has been made on this basis of
the percentage which the runoff was of the total rainfall on the
drainage areas above four of the stream gaging stations on the
Santa Cruz River and tributary streams. The estimates were
made on the basis of the water years for the period 1923-41 for the
areas above Tucson on the Santa Cruz River and Rillito Creek and
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ESTIMATED FLOOD HYDROGRAPH
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Figure 10.—Approximate flood hydrograph of the Canada del Oro for the
period July 27 to August 1, 1921, inclusive. The flood peaks shown are
higher than any others of record.

on the Sonoita Creek drainage and the Santa Cruz River above the
station near Nogales for the periods 1931-33 and 1936-41, inclusive.

Records from rainfall stations in and adjacent to each of the
drainage areas, weighted roughly according to the proportionate
part of the drainage area to which they were applicable, were used
in determining an annual rainfall factor for each drainage area.
The annual rainfall factor is the weighted average of the ratios of
the rainfall for the water year to the mean annual rainfall at each
station. The annual rainfall factor when applied to the average
annual rainfall of its respective drainage area thus gives an ap-
proximate figure for the total rainfall upon the drainage area.
The results of the computations made in this manner are given in
Tables 19 and 20.

It may be stated that the results obtained by the method out-
lined are only approximate, but it is believed that considering
the character of the data available further refinements or attempts
at a more precise determination of the total amount of annual
rainfall would be of doubtful value.
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The figures given in Tables 19 and 20 for the ratio of runoff to
rainfall may appear unbelievably low to one not acquainted with
stream flow in the Southwest. Considered on an annual basis the
data illustrate an almost total lack of correlation between rain-
fall and per cent of runoff, particularly is this true of the larger
drainage areas on the Santa Cruz River and Rillito Creek above
Tucson.

The average annual rainfall over the period 1923-41 as indicated
by the mean of the annual rainfall factors was practically equal
to the long time average on the Santa Cruz drainage and about 3
per cent below that on the Rillito drainage. The average per-
centage runoff of rainfall on the Santa Cruz drainage was only 0.6
per cent with a minimum of less than 0.2 per cent and a maximum
of 1.4 per cent. In the case of the Rillito Creek drainage the min-
imum was approximately 0.2 per cent and the maximum was about
3.3 per cent. The annual runoff-rainfall ratios for smaller drainage
areas are considerably greater as evidenced by the figures in
Table 19 for the Santa Cruz near Nogales and Sonoita Creek near
Patagonia.

The ratio of runoff to rainfall for short periods and for indi-
vidual storms may be far in excess of the values given in Tables
19 and 20. The runoff of 34,900 acre-feet from Sabino Canyon dur-
ing the first 4 months of 1905, previously referred to, was equiv-
alent to a runoff of 18.7 inches from the entire drainage area of 35
square miles. This must have been equal to 50 per cent or more of
the rainfall during the same period.

Runoff during the latter half of December, 1914, exceeded all
records on the Santa Cruz River and Rillito Creek near Tucson.
Rainfall records for the same period indicate that the average
rainfall over their entire drainage areas was equal to about 6.5
inches. The heavy rains of this period were preceded by two
smaller storms earlier in the month from which no runoff occurred
at Tucson. The runoff on the Santa Cruz for this period was
54,900 acre-feet and on Rillito Creek, 107,000 acre-feet. The re-
sulting runoff-rainfall ratios from these figures are 7 per cent and
34 per cent, respectively, for this short storm period. Even though
the discharge figures given for this period may be in part only
estimates and possibly in excess of the true discharge, they are of
value for comparison with the figures given in Tables 19 and 20
for runoff-rainfall ratios.

Because of the local character and variation in intensity of the
summer rains and the comparatively small number of rain gage
stations, it is difficult to make an estimate of the runoff-rainfall
ratio of individual summer storms. Sufficient data are available
to make a rough estimate of this ratio for the storm of August 13,
1940. This storm was of general character, high intensity, and
short duration and covered the entire drainage area above Tucson.
The average rainfall over the drainage area was approximately 1.4
inches from which a runoff of 9,260 acre-feet occurred in the Santa
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Cruz River at Tucson and 6,960 acre-feet in Rillito Creek near
Tucson. The resulting runoff-rainfall ratios are about 6 per cent
and 10 per cent, respectively, for the two drainage areas.

SUMMARY

The upper Santa Cruz drainage basin as herein considered in-
cludes that of the Santa Cruz River and its tributaries above
Rillito Station on the Southern Pacific Railroad. It contains some
3,500 square miles of area of which 380 square miles are in Mexico.
In elevation it varies from 2,060 feet above sea level at Rillito
Station to over 9,000 feet on the tops of several of the mountain
peaks.

Rainfall occurs in two distinct rainy seasons—a summer season
beginning in the latter part of June and extending through
September and a winter season through the months of December
to March, inclusive. In general the summer rains comprise over
50 per cent of the total annual rainfall. The summer rains occur
almost entirely in the middle or late afternoon in the form of
thundershowers. They are usually local in extent, of short dura-
tion, and sometimes torrentiarin character. Although individual
storm centers are of small areal extent during any short summer
rainy period the entire drainage area is usually subject to rainfall.
Winter rains are the result of general cyclonic storm movements
in their passage eastward across the continent. They are usually
of wide areal extent, of several days' duration, and of slow and
steady intensity. Winter rains are not as dependable in amount
nor time of occurrence as the summer rains.

The mean annual rainfall varies from a minimum of about 11
inches in the valley at lower elevation to over 37 inches at eleva-
tions of 8,000 feet. In the mountain areas with marked relief the
rainfall in general increases directly with elevation. The mean
annual rainfall for the drainage area was found to be 16.5 inches,
which is equivalent to a total of approximately 3.1 million acre-
feet of rainfall per year. Variations at individual rain gage sta-
tions have been from a minimum of less than 50 per cent to a
maximum of more than 200 per cent of the mean annual rainfall.

The Santa Cruz River and its principal tributaries are purely
ephemeral in character. Floods from summer rains are short-
lived, rarely extending over a period of more than a few days.
Floods from winter rains are in general of longer duration with
lower flood crests, although the maximum discharge and flood
peaks on record have occurred as the result of winter rains.

The mean annual runoff of the Santa Cruz River at Tucson
from a drainage area of 2,170 square miles is 16,500 acre-feet. The
minimum annual discharge of 1,820 acre-feet occurred in 1914,
and the maximum of 80,200 acre-feet in 1915. For the Rillito
Creek with a drainage area of 903 square miles above Tucson, the
mean annual discharge is 18,000 acre-feet. A minimum annual
discharge of 1,280 acre-feet occurred in 1928 and the maximum of
167,000 acre-feet in 1915.
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The peak discharges of 15,000 second-feet in the Santa Cruz
River at Tucson and of 28,000 second-feet in Rillito Creek near
Tucson occurred on December 23, 1914. Frequency studies in-
dicate that there is about a 1 per cent chance of occurrence of a
flood peak of 16,500 second-feet in the Santa Cruz River and of
32,000 second-feet in Rillito Creek.

Studies of the relation of surface runoff to rainfall show that an
extremely low percentage of the total rainfall appears as runoff in
the lower portion of the drainage area. For the period 1923-41, in-
clusive, the average of the annual ratios of runoff to rainfall on
the Santa Cruz drainage area above Tucson was only 0.6 per cent.
The average for the same period on Rillito Creek was 1.0 per cent.
Annual values of this ratio for the Santa Cruz drainage area
varied from 0.1 per cent in 1927 to 1.4 per cent in 1939. The
annual ratio of runoff to rainfall on the Rillito Creek drainage
area varied from a minimum of 0.2 per cent during the years 1926,
1928, and 1933 to a maximum of 3.3 per cent in 1929. However,
in years of exceptionally high rainfall and runoff, such as 1915, the
annual ratio of runoff to rainfall would be far in excess of these
values.

The ratios of runoff to rainfall for individual storms, seasonal
periods of excessive rainfall, and for small drainage areas at high
elevations are much higher than the annual ratios referred to
above. For example, the ratios for December, 1914, a month of
excessive rainfall, the runoff-rainfall ratios for the Santa Cruz
River and Rillito Creek at Tucson were 7 per cent and 34 per
cent, respectively. It is apparent that the storm area, duration
and intensity of the rainfall, topography and slopes of the drain-
age area, and the amount of water stored in the soil are the factors
which determine the amount of runoff and resulting runoff-
rainfall ratio. The total amount of rainfall without consideration
of the above-mentioned factors- shows but little correlation with
the runoff.






